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The Church of Sta. Cruz in Lipa City grows vegetables while raising dairy cattle in their farm. This is the newest innovation 
that pastor Roger initiated in the farm. If you go by its logic, he has enough reason to do so. 
  
Planting and growing forage grasses would take some three months to benefit from its potential. In like manner, vegetable 
growing need only some three months to turn them into cash crops. 

 
So while waiting for these grasses to grow, vegetable raising like tomatoes, cabbage , pepper and the like can be grown in 
between waiting period. So by the time they are ready for harvesting the forage crops have grown as well in time for 
pasture grazing by their dairy animals. 
  
Cabbage can be intercropped with tomatoes and humidicola. After harvesting tomatoes, the cabbage would have enough 
space to grow more leaves. Humidicola grasses ae also beginning to inch their way up. 
  
Humidicola grasses can also be planted side by side with pepper. Legumimnous covercrop like rensonii can also be 
interspersed with humidicola to add up to the nitrogen build up of the soil. 

 
Solo papaya grown with Rensonii alongside is also a good way to double one’s earnings adding up to alternative sources 
of income and complementing dairy activities along the way. 
  

Cabbage and tomatoes grown along with Humidicola grasses. 
Tomatoes are harvested earlier even before the grasses have 
reached growth potential. 

Pepper growth in full bloom with humidicola columns in verdant 
foliage as well. 

 

Papaya in tandem with rensonii shrubs complements each others’ 
growth. Eggplants are good to grow together with humidicola 



 
Why not? In these times of dwindling resources, be it land or capital, the best way to beat the odds is being creative, 
innovative and making do with what is available. Combined it with common sense and the will to do things, is a sure 
formula to grow cash crops along with raising dairy cows for alternative livelihood.. 
  
Try it. It is not only helping the environment, it is also helping the people build confidence and empowerment to earn a 
living. 
  
So if you want to have fresh veggies at home, try dropping by the Church of Sta. Cruz in Lipa City, Batangas, There, you 
will find the freshest vegetable grown organically among the greenery of cool Batangas air and the mooing of the cows 
that tend to say, they have fresh grass supply of legumes and grass in town, forage that gives us them  food to give you 
the fresh milk you need in your table. 
  
Veggies anyone…….? 

  

 

Picking and harvesting tomatoes has never been gratifying, 
considering it was only meant to take advantage of the waiting period 
for the forage grass to grow and thereby making use of available land 
space in between columns of grasses 

 

Stylo growth interspersed with other leguminous plants is also very 
evident 

 


